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BUFFET MEALS FIT IE
WITH HOLIDAY SPIRIT

The number of guests a hostess can entertain at a meal necdii 1 1 "oc

limited by the size of the dining table, points out
(llano)

For with a well-planned
(Title) ( Institution)

"buffet meal it is possible to accommodate a much larger group.

Since "buffet meals fit in with the spirit of gay informality that

prevails this holiday week, gives some of the following
(iTame)

tips on planning such meals, from the Federal Bureau of Home Economics.

Every dish on the menu should be easy to serve and easy to eat.

Poods served hot should "be easy to keep hot. Have no moist foods that spoil

the looks of the plate. Avoid foods that need special silver. Have all items

on the menu harmonise in color. They may even carry out a color scheme to

serve as part of the dining—room decoration.

There are so many ways to help make sure that a "buffet meal goes

smoothly. One good trick is to "butter rolls "before putting them on the table*

Another is to pour coffee or other hot "beverages after the guests are seated.

For ease of serving, have dishes in individual portions whenever possible.

For "stand-up" "buffets it's a "big help to have small trays on which each guest

may assemble his meal.

One way to make sure that a. hot dish keeps hot is to have it come

out of the oven or off the stove in two installments, one for the first serv-

ings, another for the "seconds."
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To simplify the meal, offer a choice only of foods that can "be

prepared ahead of time. There should "be something hot at every wintertime

buffet meal in addition to the beverage. For a light luncheon this may be

a hot bread. But for a dinner or a supper, it is usually a hot meat or hot

vegetable dish.

Casserole dishes and creamed meats are especially suitable.

Curried chicken is a favorite dish for suppers. Hearty macaroni and cheese

or macaroni and tomato sauce with meat balls, or goulash, or piping-hot

frankfurters and buns are others.

C-ood vegetable dishes are scalloped potatoes, sweetpotatoes, and

corn pudding. Scalloped apples are colorful and keep hot easily.

There 1 s a wide range of dessert possibilities. But one of the

prettiest holiday desserts is an individual plum pudding served to each

gu.es t with a small lighted red candle on it.
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